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PART #510-672

Replacement Foam Set
(For 510-682 Head Cushion and 510-683 Chin Cushion)
Part #
510-658
510-660
510-664
510-666
510-667

Decription
Side Foam, Right
Neck Foam
Top Foam
Side Foam, Left
Chin Foam

Qty.
1
1
2
1
1

Note: The foam supplied in this kit fits only the 510-682 Head Cushion (Pre October 2012) and chin cushion,
510-683 (current).
Washing instructions:
Hand wash the head cushion and chin cushion bags in soapy lukewarm water, rinse, and drip dry. No bleach. Do
not iron or dry-clean.
Foam stuffing tips:
Stuffing the foam into the sides and the top is not difficult. The top foam is shaped in such a manner that one side
is slightly wider than the other. The wider side should go to the front. On the sides, align the foam so that the “s”
curve is to the front. Also, on the side foam, the “bumps” usually face outward. The neck foam can be slightly difficult to stuff. To aid in the stuffing of the neck foam, two cardboard neck foam stuffers can be made (See diagram).
Use the neck foam stuffers by sandwiching the foam between the cardboard stuffers and stuffing it into the neck
foam pocket in the head cushion. The angled sides of the neck foam should be facing inward. Push the sandwich
into the corner of the neck foam pocket then remove one stuffer at a time and work the foam into the pocket until
the material is even. Stuffing the chin foam is similar to the neck foam. Two cardboard chin foam stuffers can be
made (See diagram) and used in a similar manner as the neck foam.
1.75"

Neck Foam Stuffer

1.25"

Chin Foam Stuffer

9"

4.5"

B CAUTION
Use only KMDSI original replacement parts. The use of other manufacturers’ parts will interfere with the performance characteristics of your life support equipment and may jeopardize
your safety. Additionally, any substitutions will void any warranties offered by KMDSI. When
ordering spares, always insist on Kirby Morgan Genuine Parts.
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